The level of spatial aggregation is a major concern in cluster investigations. Combining regions to protect privacy may result in a loss of power and thus, can limit the information researchers can obtain. The impact of spatial aggregation on the ability to detect clusters is examined in this study, which shows the importance of choosing the correct level of spatial aggregation in cluster investigations. We applied the circular spatial scan statistic (CSS), flexible spatial scan statistic (FSS) and Bayesian disease mapping (BYM) approaches to a dataset containing childhood asthma visits to a hospital in Manitoba, Canada, using three different levels of spatial aggregation. Specifically, we used 56, 67 and 220 regions in the analysis, respectively. It is expected that the three scenarios will yield different results and will highlight the importance of using the right level of spatial aggregation. The three methods (CSS, FSS, BYM) examined in this study performed similarly when detecting potential clusters. However, for different levels of spatial aggregation, the potential clusters identified were different. As the number of regions used in the analysis increased, the total area identified in the cluster decreased. In general, potential clusters were identified in the central and northern parts of Manitoba. Overall, it is crucial to identify the appropriate number of regions to study spatial patterns of disease as it directly affects the results and consequently the conclusions. Additional investigation through future work is needed to determine which scenario of spatial aggregation is best.
Introduction
In the context of epidemiology, a spatial cluster is defined as a geographical region within the overall study area with unusual aggregation of disease (Lawson, 2006) . The identification of clusters using cluster detection tools is helpful to initially identify regions with high rates of disease and are ultimately most at risk. Thus, the identification of these clusters plays an important part in epidemiological research and disease surveillance in public health. Cluster detection may uncover risk factors associated with disease and provide insight into disease aetiology (Jennings et al., 2005) . Moreover, public health agencies may use cluster detection to guide the implementation of disease interventions.
The majority of cluster detection procedures investigate whether the current rate of disease differs from the expected number of cases with respect to the population of the region of interest. One group of cluster detection methods are the general approaches, which include the Besag and Newell (Besag and Newell, 1991) and maximizing excess event test (Tango, 2000) approaches. The purpose of these procedures is to detect a potential cluster without specifying a specific area of interest. Another group of cluster detection approaches are the focused methods. These procedures aim to detect regions with high numbers of disease within a specified area and test the null hypothesis that no spatial clustering exists (Lawson et al., 1999; Elliott et al., 2001 ). This paper focuses on the circular spatial scan statistic (CSS) (Kulldorff, 1997) , (Tango and Takahashi, 2005) and Bayesian disease mapping (BYM) (Clayton and Kaldor, 1987; Clayton and Bernardinelli, 1996) approaches, which are three of the most popular focused cluster detection methods.
While an extensive number of cluster detection methods exist, protecting the privacy and confidentiality of patients is a concern for epidemiological researchers and public health officials (AbdelMalik et al., 2008) , no matter what cluster detection approach is utilized. Numerous studies have addressed privacy and confidentiality concerns in population health and spatial analyses (Cox, 1996; Armstrong et al., 1999; AbdelMalik et al., 2008; O'Keefe and Rubin, 2015) . Data modification, where counts are rounded up to get a sufficient number of cases and data aggregation, where numerous years of data are combined to get adequate counts are some techniques used to protect the privacy and confidentiality of disease cases (Cox, 1996) . An alternative approach is spatial aggregation, which is the process of combining regions in order to get a suitable number of disease cases so that the cases are unidentifiable (Cox, 1996; Armstrong et al., 1999) . Conversely, by combining years of data or regions, public health officials or researchers are limited in the information they can obtain from spatial analyses. There is evidence that there is a loss of power when regions are aggregated. It has also been shown that there is an increase in the number of regions that are falsely detected as being part of a cluster when the regions are aggregated (Olson et al., 2006; Ozonoff et al., 2007) .
Previously, three focused cluster detection methods (CSS, FSS and BYM) were applied to a dataset containing childhood asthma visits to a hospital in Manitoba, Canada in order to investigate potential clusters (Torabi, 2012) . As an extension of that work, we studied the impact of spatial aggregation in this paper. In particular, we applied the previously mentioned approaches (CSS, FFS and BYM) to the same asthma dataset using three different levels of spatial aggregation. Specifically, we used three different numbers of regions (56, 67 and 220) in the analysis. The results were compared in terms of potential clusters for the three different numbers of regions.
Materials and Methods
This retrospective study was conducted using data provided by Manitoba Health through the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy. A yearly dataset of asthma visits to hospital by children (age ≤ 18) during the 2000-2010 fiscal years in the province of Manitoba, Canada was used in the analysis. During the study period, the delivery of health care services in the province was distributed across eleven Regional Health Authorities (RHAs). These regions were further divided into 56 smaller regions called Regional Health Authority Districts (RHADs). This is the geographical unit utilized in the analysis of 56 regions. In the analysis using 67 regions, the same RHADs are used, except the major urban centre in the province, the City of Winnipeg, is now divided into 12 sub- The data used in this study was aggregated over the study period and linked to these non-overlapping geographical units, which are labeled as 1,2,…,56 (or 67, or 220) for simplicity. A populationbased centroid was provided for each unit, although, these centroids are not necessarily geographical centres. The observed as well as the expected number of asthma visits and the population size for each region are the necessary data components for each of the cluster detection methods used in this study. Here, the expected numbers of asthma visits to a hospital in each region were adjusted by year (1-10) and gender (male, female).
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The CSS, FSS and BYM methods were applied to a dataset containing childhood asthma visits to a hospital in Manitoba, Canada. The identification of clusters in this study is the first step in spatial modelling. A technical description of these approaches can be found in the Appendix. In the CSS and FSS approaches, the maximum number of regions included in a cluster is 15. However, this is not a requirement in the BYM procedure. In the BYM method, we use a gamma distribution as a prior for the inverse of variance component (to account for variation of spatial random effects), with shape and scale parameter 0.001. A Normal Distribution with mean 0 and variance 10 6 was used as a prior for the fixed effect. For the model-based cluster identification method (BYM), the deviance residual (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989 ) was checked to ensure the model fits the data well. If the deviance residual suggests that the model does not fit the data appropriately, the study results may indicate incorrect clusters.
Results
The comparison of the results for the CSS, FSS and BYM cluster detection methods is provided to identify the potential clusters of childhood asthma visits to hospital for the period of 10 years (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) in the province of Manitoba, Canada, for different levels of spatial aggregation (56, 67 and 220 regions). The deviance residual was checked for the BYM approach and no violation was observed in terms of the pattern of the residuals.
The population range of Manitoba was relatively steady during the study with 1.15 million people in 2000 and 1.20 million people in 2010. Over the study period, there was an average population of 336,000 children in Manitoba and there was a total of 14,691 childhood asthma visits to hospitals. In the case of 56 regions, the mean and median numbers of yearly cases per region were 26 and 17 (range 3 to 422), respectively. For 67 regions, the mean and median numbers of yearly cases per region were 21 and 19 (range 3 to 72), respectively. Finally, in the case of 220 regions, the mean and median numbers of yearly cases per region were 6 and 3 (ranging from 0 to 72), respectively.
In general, we found that the northern and central parts of the province of Manitoba contained possible clusters of childhood asthma visits to hospital. In Figures 1-3 the areas that were statistically significant (potential clusters) are shaded for each method (CSS, FSS, BYN) and number of regions (56, 67, and 220), respectively. Tables 1 and 2 present a summary of the results for each method (CSS, FSS, BYN) and number of regions (56, 67, and 220), respectively. The regions that were most likely to constitute a cluster are ordered and presented in these Tables as well. Based on 56 regions, the CSS, FSS and BYM methods, respec- -201  18  2  1  1  -202  244  98  1  1  -203  51  14  1  1  -204  78  19  1  1  -205  229  109  1  1  -206  213  63  -1  2  207  104  43  1  1  -208  9  3  1  1  -209  44  9  1  1  -210  103  32  1  1  -211  54  29  1  1  -212  24  13  ---213  45  23  ---214  39  13  ---215  38  12  ---216  18  4  ---217  104  43  ---218  15  13  ---219  55  13  ---220  98  23 tively, found 14, 13 and 6 regions as potential clusters. Regions 26, 34, 36, 37, and 41 were identified by all three methods as potential clusters. In the case of 67 regions, the CSS approach detected 14 regions, while the FSS method found 8 regions and the BYM technique identified 6 regions as potential clusters. Here we observed that most of the regions identified by the FSS method were also found in the CSS method and the majority of the regions detected by the BYM approach as potential clusters were also found by the CSS and FSS procedures. Based on 220 regions, 13 regions were identified as potential clusters by both the CSS and FSS methods, while the BYM method only identified 2 regions as potential clusters. It should be noted that region 199 was detected by all three methods, while region 206 was only identified as a possible cluster by the FSS and BYM methods. The maps in Figures 1 and 2 display the results for the analyses with 56 and 67 regions, respectively. Here, the CSS method identified the same regions in central Manitoba in both analyses. Meanwhile, for the FSS and BYM approaches, there were some differences between the results with 56 and 67 regions. In Figure  1 , the FSS method identified most of northern Manitoba as a potential cluster, whereas, in Figure 2 , only some regions in northern Manitoba were found in the cluster. For the BYM procedure, in Figure 1 , cluster regions in the north-central part of the province were found, with a small region in southern Manitoba identified as well. In Figure 2 , most of the same regions were identified, with the exception of one region along the western Manitoba border. There was also an additional such region found in southern Manitoba. The maps in Figure 3 display the results for the analysis with 220 regions. Here, one large region in north-central Manitoba was found as a potential cluster with all three methods. The different approaches also identified various smaller regions contained within this one larger region. The results for 220 regions showed that a much smaller area was identified as a potential cluster when a lower level of spatial aggregation was used in the analysis.
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Discussion
We employed three different focused cluster detection methods, namely the CSS, FSS and BYM approaches to detect potential clusters with high ratios of childhood asthma visits to hospital in the province of Manitoba, Canada. We also used three different numbers of regions (56, 67 and 220) to study their impacts in identifying potential clusters. We observed that using a different number of regions produced different potential clusters for each of the methods. In theory, if we would have different numbers of regions, we would also have different spatial information for the inference to detect potential clusters. In terms of the different approaches, the FSS method may have had a better ability to detect clusters in Manitoba due to the non-circular shape of the regions there. The BYM must also be deemed flexible, especially if the study interest goes beyond clustering to include spatial regression modelling.
All three approaches (CSS, FSS and BYM) identified the same three regions {34, 36, and 37} as potential clusters in the study when using both 56 and 67 regions in the analysis. Moreover, the regions {33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 , and 40} were identified as potential clusters by the CSS and FSS procedures in the study when using both 56 and 67 regions in the analysis. The BYM procedure detected the same clusters {28, 34, 36, 37, 41} when using both 56 and 67 regions in the analysis, with the exception of regions 26 and 30. When utilizing 220 regions, northern Manitoba was shown to con- o n l y tain many small regions contained within a larger region. Interestingly, the BYM method did not include the majority of these smaller regions in the cluster, contrary to the CSS and FSS approaches. There are advantages and disadvantages to the level of spatial aggregation used in the analysis. There is evidence that using a high level of spatial aggregation contributes to a loss of power. Subsequently, it has been suggested that this may lead to some regions being falsely identified as being part of a cluster (Olson et al., 2006; Ozonoff et al., 2007) . When a high level of spatial aggregation is used in the analysis, the precision of the cluster is lost. If a large area is identified as a cluster in public health cluster investigations, it would be difficult for officials to narrow down the regions where further investigation is needed or where disease interventions are warranted. Alternately, when a large number of regions are used in the analysis there may be many regions with a small number of cases and privacy or confidentiality protection may become a concern for researchers or public health officials (Cox, 1996; Armstrong et al., 1999; AbdelMalik et al., 2008; O'Keefe and Rubin, 2015) . One approach to solve this would be to use multiple years of data in the analysis. However, then the analysis would not be based on the most recent years of data available, which could impact the results. For these reasons, it is important to consider the trade-offs of the level of spatial aggregation used in the study prior to the start of the analysis. Jeffery et al. (2009) studied the effect of the strength of the spatial disturbance in the disease cluster on level of spatial aggregation used in the study. They found that stronger spatial disturbances are better detected when a small level of spatial aggregation is used in the analysis. Conversely, when the spatial disturbance is weak, the cluster is better detected using higher levels of aggregation. However, when public health officials are conducting disease surveillance, the strength of the spatial disturbance or the strength of the disease cluster is unknown. Therefore, Jeffery et al. (2009) suggest looking at several levels of precision rather than choosing just one. It is of interest to consider an entirely different approach to protecting the privacy and confidentiality of disease cases while maintaining a low level of spatial aggregation. Geographic masking is a process, which alters the original location of the disease case by incorporating a degree of randomization into the geocoding process (Armstrong et al., 1999) . While the geographic masking approach avoids the need for spatial aggregation, it is still important to consider the masking technique and the level of displacement used to ensure the privacy and confidentiality of patients is maintained. Although the risk of identification is reduced with geographic masking, it is possible the masked location may be close to the original location. As well, the risk of identification increases if there are multiple versions of the masked dataset released (Zimmerman and Pavlik, 2008; Zandbergen, 2014) .
Several studies have compared the performance of both focused and general cluster detection methods (Song and Kulldorff, 2003; Aamodt et al., 2006; Waller et al., 2006; Tango, 2008; Tango and Takahashi, 2012; Lemke et al., 2013) . It has been shown the performance of most tests depends on the shape of the cluster, size of the relative risk and location of the cluster. Aamodt et al. (2006) found the BYM method performs better when the relative risk is high, compared to the CSS approach, which performs better for low relative risks. Tango and Takahashi (2012) found the FSS method had better predictive ability than the CSS approach when the true clusters were not circular in shape. This may explain the difference in regions identified as potential clusters for the CSS and FSS methods in our study. The FSS method had the ability to identify the non-circular shaped regions in Manitoba as potential clusters, whereas the CSS method could not.
A limitation to this study is that each of the cluster detection methods used had user-chosen settings. In the CSS and FSS methods, the choice of the maximum number of regions to include in a cluster can affect the results. In the BYM approach, decision rules used to determine a cluster can vary, which would impact the results. Different decision rules may be defined where the estimated relative risk (in terms of the credible/prediction interval) would be larger or smaller than two (Richardson et al., 2004) . The exceedance probability could also be employed when establishing the significance of a cluster (Banerjee et al., 2004) . Finally, since the current study is an application of the methods to a real dataset of asthma visits to hospital, we do not know where the true clusters lie and thus, we cannot draw conclusions on which method and which scenario of spatial aggregation performs best in our study. Future work to resolve this issue would include a simulation study where the true cluster is known in order to make direct comparisons on the performance of each cluster detection method. As well, a future study would allow us to draw conclusions on which level of spatial aggregation performs best. Another future study would include using spatial regression modelling to identify possible risk factors to explain the asthma clustering.
One strength of our study is the fact that we compared multiple cluster detection methods. Additionally, we examined multiple scenarios of different spatial aggregation. We started with 56 regions in the analysis since these are sub-regions of the eleven RHAs, which were responsible for health care delivery in the province during the time of this study. We looked at two similar scenarios in the analysis with 56 and 67 regions. The only difference between these two situations was the major urban centre in Manitoba (Winnipeg) was divided into sub-regions in the analysis with 67 regions. Since the second largest city in Manitoba has a population of less than 50,000, Winnipeg was the only city divided into sub-regions. Interestingly, even with the minor difference in the number of regions in the analyses with 56 and 67 regions, we still noticed a difference in the cluster results between these two scenarios. We also looked at a completely different scenario with 220 regions, where there was little spatial aggregation. Finally, this study includes an application of the methods to a real dataset of childhood asthma visits to a hospital in the province of Manitoba, Canada. The analysis with 220 regions yielded the smallest cluster region, which, in terms of health care interventions, would be the most practical to deal with. However, further investigation is needed to determine which scenario of spatial aggregation is best.
Conclusions
Overall, it is crucial to identify the appropriate number of regions to study spatial patterns of disease as it directly affects the results and consequently the conclusions. For these reasons, it is important to consider the trade-offs between privacy and the precision of the results in the decision regarding the level of spatial aggregation used in the study prior to the start of the analysis. Further exploration through our future work is needed to determine which scenario of spatial aggregation is best. 
